Notice for Internal Tests (for Semester-5 and Part-2)
Department of English

Following the decision taken by the Department, it is hereby notified that Semester-5
candidates have to write one assignment for each of the course as part of their second
internals. Written assignments have to be submitted online to the mail id mentioned below.
Hardcopies may be submitted to the department when the College reopens. It is also notified
that students who have their Part-2 examination due also have to write one assignment
each for a paper they have dues. Full Marks for all assignment will be 10. Last date of
assignment submission for Part-2 is 27.11.2020.
Important Instructions:
1. All assignments should be between 800-1200 words including the work cited list.
2. All assignments should have a title page which must clearly mention the Topic, the
Course, the class the contributor belongs to, the name of the contributor with college
and university roll no.(The template for the title page is given below, all must follow
that strictly).
3. Assignments should be original and free from plagiarism.
4. Assignments (if type-written) should be written in Times New Roman Font with font
size 12 and in double space and can be sent in pdf or Microsoft word format via
attachment.
5. Assignments can be hand-written in fullscape or A4 size papers with neat handwriting and ample space between lines. Messy or scratchy hand-writing with too
many corrections in the final draft should be avoided. Drafts thus written should be
photographed by smart phone or scanned through camscanner and e-mailed in jpeg or
.png format via attachment.
6. While sending mail one must mention the following directions in the subject section
of the mail: Course-CC3, CC4... Internal-1st/2nd, Semester-2/4/6, Name of the
Contributor
Example-CC3 Assignment Submission for 1st Internal by Somjit Dutta, SEM6(the underlined section would be different for each individual).
7. All assignments should be mailed to hodenglishkjm@gmail.com within 15.12.2020.
8. Last date of assignment submission for Part-2 is 27.11.2020.

Date-25.11.2020

Sd/Head
Department of English
Kabi Joydeb Mahavidyalaya
Illambazar, Birbhum

Assignment Topics

Semester-V
CC-XI
1. Consider critically Sylvia Plath’s “Daddy” to be an expression against the voice of
patriarchy. (C2)
CC-XII
1. Write an essay on Virginia Woolf’s art of characterisation in Mrs Dalloway with
special reference to her portrayal of Clarissa Dalloway. Identify whether there are
autobiographical projection in the portrayal.(C2)
DSE-1
1. Write an essay on Gofur’s transformation and Saratchandra’s socio-political
commentary on it in his short story, Mahesh (C2).
DSE-2
1. Write a critical essay on the representation of the then Indian society in Khushwant’s
Singh’s Train to Pakistan with special reference to the condition of women.(C2)

Part-2
Paper-III
Write an essay on the precursors of British Romantic poetry of the 18 th century with
special reference to the poets in your syllabus.
Paper-IV
Critically discuss how the contemporary English society has been reflected in Jane
Austen’s Pride and Prejudice.
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